Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. I read Goodnight Moon to my little sister

2. Did you see those gooses flyin by? asked Anthony

3. Write the past tense form of the verbs below.
   - say __________
   - go __________
   - tell __________

4. Circle the root words in the words below.
   - disagree
   - pointless
   - fishing
   - resend

5. Circle the CVCe syllable in each word. Underline the closed syllable
   - reptile
   - pancake
   - invite
   - consume

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mr. Jones live on main st

2. Who gived you that gift? asked mom

3. Circle the correct way to write the greeting of a letter.
   - Dear leah,
   - Dear Leah,
   - dear Leah,

4. Write the correct abbreviation for the words below.
   - Doctor __________
   - Mister __________
   - Missus __________

5. Write the past tense form of the words below.
   - come __________
   - run __________
   - hide __________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we was going to play outside so it were too cold

2. four mans was workin on the roof of sarahs house

3. Write the 2 correct helping verbs on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)
   I _____/_____ waiting for the bus.

4. Write the plural form on the line next to each word.
   penny __________   porch __________   man __________

5. Write the past tense form of the verbs below.
   come ____________ give _____________ tell ____________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we goed to gulf shores, Alabama for vacation

2. does it feel coldest than it was yesterday? asked lyla

3. Circle the correct way to write the closing of a letter.
   Your friend   your friend,   Your friend,
   josie        josie           Josie

4. Write the word that goes with the abbreviation.
   Ave. __________   St. __________   Mr. __________

5. Circle the root word in the words below.
   loudly          bumpy          doable          dislike
Use editing marks to correct the letter. Rewrite the letter.

dear laci

how is you doin' how do you like it at fredericktown middle school i hope i get to see you and mrs francis soon

your friend

john

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Week 19 Review

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the puppyes runned and hided under the car

2. do mr and mrs laut live on blossom st or delmar ave

3. Write the past tense of the words below.

   come _______  run _______  hide _______  give _______

4. Write the words that the abbreviations stand for.

   St. _____________  Ave. ________________  Dr. ____________

5. Circle the root words in the words below.

   flawless  prepay  colorful
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